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12 Chapter 1. Introduction and overview

Any replacement calorimeter must have the ability to withstand integrated radiation levels that
are ten times higher than anticipated in the original CMS design. Simulations using FLUKA
(Figs. 1.1 and 1.2) indicate that the highest fluence is around 1016 neq/cm2 and the highest
dose around 2 MGy. Such radiation levels will be encountered at the inner radii of the sili-
con trackers at the HL-LHC. The R&D carried out, by several groups, for the upgrade of the
silicon tracker has demonstrated that silicon sensors could indeed tolerate such levels. The
silicon sensors retain adequate charge collection even after having been submitted to fluences
up to 1.5⇥1016 neq/cm2 (where neq/cm2 denotes the number of 1 MeV equivalent neutrons
per square cm), a fluence that is 50% higher than expected for an integrated luminosity of
3000 fb�1. Hence silicon sensors were chosen for the active material for the bulk of the upgrade
of the endcap calorimeters. In order to reliably operate silicon sensors after irradiation, and to
keep sufficiently low the energy equivalent of electronics noise that results from the increased
leakage current and decreased charge collection efficiency after irradiation, the sensors have to
be operated at around �30 �C.

Figure 1.1: Dose of ionizing radiation accumulated in HGCAL after an integrated luminosity
of3000 fb�1, simulated using the FLUKA program, and shown as a two-dimensional map in the
radial and longitudinal coordinates, r and z.

The proposed design uses silicon sensors as active material in the front sections and plastic
scintillator tiles, with the scintillation light read out by SiPMs, towards the rear. In the re-
gion covered by plastic scintillators the maximum radiation levels correspond to a fluence of
8⇥1013 neq/cm2 and a dose of 3 kGy. In order to keep the radiation-induced energy equivalent
of electronics noise sufficiently low, SiPMs also have to be operated at around �30 �C. Hence
the whole calorimeter will be operated at �30 �C.

The chosen techniques rely on recent advantageous advances in cost per unit area and radia-
tion tolerance of silicon sensors, advances in radiation-tolerant fast electronics, high-bandwidth
data transmission via optical fibres, and in FPGA technology for the first level of event selec-
tion. The challenges lie mainly in the area of engineering (electronics, mechanical, and thermal),
data transmission, and level-1 (L1) trigger formation.
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CMS High Granularity Calorimeter HGCAL

• A high granularity detector to 
deal with high occupancy. 

• Harsh radiation environment: 
full volume operated at -30C. 

• ~50 layers of active material 
(Si, scintillator) + absorber: 

• Each front layer is tiled with 
300-500 8" hexagonal 
silicon modules. 

• Spatial granularity: 6M 
channels in ~40 m3. 
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26 Si (~1.5  )λ 7 Si + 14 Scint (~8.5  )λ



ECON-T is an on-detector data concentrator ASIC for the trigger path.  
It aggregates, selects and compresses charge data @ 40 MHz.  

It runs an encoder neural network as one of the data compression algorithms.

4



The HGCAL trigger data challenge
5

Sends sum of 4 (9) 
channels (7-bit floating 

point format) @ 1.28 
Gpbs/s.

Traditional algorithm 
selects trigger charge 

data.

5 Pb/s, 6M channels 300 Tb/s, 1M channels 40 Tb/s, 1M channels

~2 x 1.28 Gbps links per module

HGCROCv3: Raw-data ECON: 

~ 9k 10.24 Gbps links in total



The ECON ASIC overview
6

• Latency: 400 ns = 16 clock cycles 

• Encoder NN: 50 ns 

• Radiation tolerance: 200 Mrad, 1 × 1016  Neq/cm2 

• Using 65nm CMOS with standard cells 
characterized for radiation performance. 

• Low power: ≤5 mW/channel 

• 1.28 Gbps links: 12 inputs and 13 outputs (most of 
the modules use only 2 outputs) 

• Packaging: 128-pin Low Profile Quad Flat Pack 

• 200 ASICs have been packaged from 300 
produced parts in P1.



ASIC design (including AI on chip) 
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ASIC blocks
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12 input receivers 13 output transmitters

Word 
Aligner

Multiplexer 
and 

calibration

Algorithms Formatter 
and     

Buffer



The data compression algorithms
9

Starting from 48 
Trigger Cells (TC)

Default algorithm AI on chip

Chooses TC above 
programmable 

threshold

Threshold Best Choice Encoder Neural 
Network

Super Trigger 
Cell

Sorts TC by charge 
Q, sends N with 

largest Q

Groups TC and 
forms larger super 

TCs

Encodes TC 
with fully 

reconfigurable 
weights

Variable latency Fixed latency



Encoder in ASIC
10

Original input Reconstructed outputCompressed 
representation

Encoder on-
detector ASIC

Decoder off-
detector FPGA

48x7bit input 
336 bits

Transmit 16 x 3bit outputs* 
48 bits

Decoded 48-
pixel image

*for low occupancy zones
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re-map the 
geometry

OutputsConvolutional 
layer

8 x 8 

HL LHC High Granularity Calorimeter*: Data flow

*Used as test case

CNN: Encodes information by correlating spatial features
• conv2D layer – extract spatially corelated geometric features
• Flatten layer – Vectorizes the 2D image from the conv2D layer [8 x 4 x 4 = 128 x 1]
• Dense layer – aggregates the various features to provide higher order information
• ReLU – an activation function which introduces non-linearity by applying thresholds (part of both the 

conv2D and dense layers)

8 filters 3x3
 ke

rn
el

ReLU

Dense layers

Flatten 
128 features

Dense 
16 outputs

ReLU

16 outputs 
x 

3 (up to 9) 
bits per 
output

Encoder NN architecture
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Architecture optimization

or or

5×53×34×4×3 8×8 2-10

Geometry mapping # of conv2D filters conv2D kernel size

➔ 

Max pooling conv2D outputs

➔ ➔ 

stride = 2 stride = 1

or

conv2D kernel stride

➔ 
Quantization parameters

Precision of 
weights

Number and 
precision of 

outputs



How to optimize the architecture rapidly?
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Use energy mover’s distance as metric for physics performance: 
the “work” required to rearrange one radiation pattern into another.

arXiv:1902.02346
Komiske, Metodiev, Thaler

Performance Metric

• Local measure of how well is a single wafer reconstructed 
• Physics metric (e.g. electron resolution) requires very long work flow   

• Energy Movers distance: the minimum “work” required  
to deform one energy distribution to another 
• Captures both the differences in  

distribution and magnitude of reconstructed charges 
• Other common metric focus on magnitude, but not distribution  

• Mean square error  / Charge weighted MSE / Cross-correlation  
• Do not capture the locality of the charge distributions

9

EMD: 1902.02346

C. Herwig — ECONJun 3, 2020

MIT-CTP 5102

The Metric Space of Collider Events

Patrick T. Komiske,⇤ Eric M. Metodiev,† and Jesse Thaler‡

Center for Theoretical Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA and
Department of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA

When are two collider events similar? Despite the simplicity and generality of this question, there
is no established notion of the distance between two events. To address this question, we develop
a metric for the space of collider events based on the earth mover’s distance: the “work” required
to rearrange the radiation pattern of one event into another. We expose interesting connections
between this metric and the structure of infrared- and collinear-safe observables, providing a novel
technique to quantify event modifications due to hadronization, pileup, and detector e↵ects. We
showcase how this metrization unlocks powerful new tools for analyzing and visualizing collider
data without relying upon a choice of observables. More broadly, this framework paves the way for
data-driven collider phenomenology without specialized observables or machine learning models.

High-energy particle collisions produce a tremendous
number of intricately correlated particles, especially
when energetic quarks and gluons are involved. Behind
this apparent complexity, however, the overall flow of
energy in an event is a robust memory of its simpler
partonic origins [1–8]. Surprisingly, no definition of the
similarity between events presently exists that sharply
captures this correspondence. In the absence of a metric,
e↵orts typically fall back upon ad hoc methods such
as comparing specific observables [9–13] or matching
the pixels of calorimeter images [13–17]. These ap-
proaches su↵er from significant pathologies: disparate
event topologies can give rise to identical observable val-
ues, while pixels lack stability under small perturbations.
A theoretically and experimentally robust definition of
the “distance” between events would profoundly expand
our ability to explore the structure of collider data and
unlock entirely new ways to probe events.

In this letter, we advocate for the earth (or energy)
mover’s distance (EMD) [18–22] as a metric for the space
of collider events. We propose a variant of the EMD,
inspired by Refs. [21, 22], that allows events with di↵erent
total energies to be sensibly compared. The EMD is the
minimum “work” required to rearrange one event E into
the other E

0 by movements of energy fij from particle i
in one event to particle j in the other:

EMD(E , E 0) = min
{fij}
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where i and j index particles in events E and E
0, respec-

tively, Ei is the particle energy, ✓ij is an angular distance
between particles, and Emin = min(

P
i Ei,

P
j E0

j) is the
smaller of the two total energies. R is a parameter
that controls the relative importance of the two terms.
While energies and angles are used here for clarity, we
will use transverse momenta pT and rapidity-azimuth
(y, �) distances for our applications relevant for the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC).

FIG. 1. The optimal movement to rearrange one top jet
(red) into another (blue). Particles are shown as points in
the rapidity-azimuth plane with areas proportional to their
transverse momenta. Darker lines indicate more transverse
momentum movement. The energy mover’s distance in
Eq. (1) is the total “work” required to perform this rearrange-
ment.

The EMD that we propose in Eq. (1) has dimensions
of energy, where the first term quantifies the di↵erence
between the two radiation patterns and the second term
accounts for the creation or destruction of energy. It is
a true metric (satisfying the triangle inequality) as long
as ✓ij is a metric and R �

1
2✓max, where ✓max is the

maximum attainable angular distance between particles.
For instance, R must be at least the jet radius for conical
jets. Formally, the EMD metrizes the energy flow, as it
treats events di↵ering only by soft particles or collinear
splittings identically. This hints at a deep connection to
infrared and collinear (IRC) safety of observables [23–26],
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• In principle, separate models can be trained for every 
ECON, with unique weights for each
• For now, partition sensors into 2 and 5 eTx datasets.
• Using calibrated TC inputs, emulating those received 

from MuxFixCalib
• Performance metrics purely 

compare input with 
encoded+decoded images 
(without reconstructing 
electrons, jets):
• Δ(Q-weighted mean), RMS
• Earth-mover’s distance

1902.02346

EMD as used in measuring similarity 
 between jets in different events
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Input image Decoded image

First associated with 
“optimal transport” 

problem
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Optimizing for: Metric
Physics performance EMD

Area / Power consumption Number of registers and 
operations

First steps of ASIC design 
repeated several times during 

optimization
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NN outputsSensor output 
bandwidth

64 bits 
160 bits

6 
10 
16

Total module output bandwidth

2 × 1.28 Gbps

5 × 1.28 Gbps

# NN outputs

6 high precision
10 mid precision
16 low precision

One example of what we learned during the optimization:

be
tt

er

 more low-precision outputs is better than few high-precision outputs



Physics-driven hardware co-design
16

Model 
development

QKeras/TF 
Training based on 

LHC simulation

Independent verification of Encoder NN

Catapult HLS Triplication tool 
TMR4sv_hls

ASIC design 
flow
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re-map the 
geometry

OutputsConvolutional 
layer

8 x 8 

HL LHC High Granularity Calorimeter*: Data flow

*Used as test case

CNN: Encodes information by correlating spatial features
• conv2D layer – extract spatially corelated geometric features
• Flatten layer – Vectorizes the 2D image from the conv2D layer [8 x 4 x 4 = 128 x 1]
• Dense layer – aggregates the various features to provide higher order information
• ReLU – an activation function which introduces non-linearity by applying thresholds (part of both the 

conv2D and dense layers)

8 filters 3x3
 ke

rn
el

ReLU

Dense layers

Flatten 
128 features

Dense 
16 outputs

ReLU

16 outputs 
x 

3 (up to 9) 
bits per 
output

Optimized Encoder NN architecture



ECON ASIC place and route
18

Encoder NN block (distributed i2c)



ASIC Testing 
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Testing setup
20

Test boardASIC 
powered 
@ 1.2 V

FPGA Individual power domains

Socket 
testing



FPGA provides Fast Command (FC) clock, i2c, input and simulated 
output

Simulation/Emulation is key:  live comparison of output data stream, captures data mis-matches

Zynq PS

(Linux)

I
2
C

Test vectors

RAM

+ PRBS15

Output

bu↵er

ECON-T

ASIC

ECON-T

Emulator

Input

link

capture

Expected

outputs

RAM

Input

bu↵er

Emulator
link

capture

ASIC
link

capture

Stream
compare

T
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AXI eLink data
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• Tested under different configurations 
(number of eTx, algorithms, …) and 
input test vectors (random data, LHC 
simulation, …). 

• 1.28 Gbps outputs agree perfectly with 
simulation/emulation in test bench. 

• Power-up-state-machine, PLL, eTx, 
Formatter, buffer: everything works. 

• Total power consumption with Encoder 
NN below 450mW (cf. 500 mW target).

1.28 Gpbs eTx eye diagram

Functionality has been fully verified



Radiation Tolerance Testing 
Tests for Single Event Effects (SEE) and Total Ionizing Dose (TID) 



Reminder of Single Event Effects (SEE)
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• A single particle can induce 
localized and non-cumulative 
radiation effect: bit flips, clock/
logic transients or permanent 
damage. 

• To protect against bit flips and 
transients: use triplication (TMR) 
and hamming based error 
correction codes (ECC).

*Credit to Elena Vernazza



ECON-T P1 SEE protection
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Total TMR AutoCorrect ECC

Data On flip flops No No

i2c registers 675 bytes On flip flops Yes Yes

Encoder i2c weights 
and biases 1608 bytes

TMR on flip flops, 
logic and clock Yes No



SEE Radiation testing
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• ECON-T P1 ASIC tested at two different 
irradiation facilities: 
• At FNAL with 400 MeV proton beam. Flux for hadrons w. E > 

20 MeV: 2E+15 cm-2/s 

• At medical facility with 217 MeV proton beam. Flux for 
hadrons: 5E+9 cm-2/s 

• Flux HL-LHC: 3E+6 cm-2/s

• Validate overall chip performance (input 
alignment, PLL, serializer, data logic) by 
monitoring 1.28GPbs outputs. 

• Also, check i2c registers to confirm stability. 



Radiation testing results
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Facility Fluence 
 (p/cm2)

Preliminary Observations in i2c (without extracting bit 
cross section)

ITA 9.6E+12 Bit flips on Encoder RW registers: 4 
Increase in ECC error counters but no bit flips: 10

Medical 
facility

5.4E+12 Bit flips on Encoder RW registers: 10

• Overall excellent performance (including Encoder). 

• Low / acceptable cross section for bit errors on not-fully 
triplicated data path. 

• Low cross section for serializer errors (serializer design is 
already improved in v2).

HL-LHC Fluence: 1E+14



Conclusions

• ECON-T ASIC design is complete and includes an Encoder 
neural network for on-detector data compression. 

• Low power, low latency, radiation tolerant and fully re-
configurable weights. 

• Preliminary ECON-T-P1 testing successful: 

• Overall chip and Encoder NN perform very well: algorithm and 
other block functionality has been fully verified. 

• Minor RTL bugs will be fixed in production. 

• Larger scale testing of 300 parts in progress.
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